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Obiectives:

' To provide a platform to the students to exhibit their talent and creativity.
o To nurture and augment the students'creativity, imagination and independence.
r To motivate them to imagine, experiment and express themselves with the help of cotours and

their creativity .

o To sensitize them about the festival Diwali.
Descriotion:

"Tlto u'gwt{1a51ac,o, of Dr*pailali/ tyt\l,el romDya;l/ of dnrtqprw a/nd/
tgaor a,noa frow tlne vnind, a,n^d, fllfuw (t w flrv good,no*.,'

Diwali is the festival that signifies the triumph of good over-evil, righteousness over treachery,
truth over falsehood, and light over darkness. To make the students understand the importance of
this festival, an activity "Hanging Delight" was conducted for the students. prior to the activity, a
discussion on Diwali and its origin was conducted wherein the learners articulated their ideas and
thoughts about it' All the rituals, significance and ceremonies related to Diwali were discussed in
the class' The students were informed well in advance about the activity and were asked to bring
all the relevant material for the same, They created beautiful wall hangings based on the theme
using waste material. This activity proved to be quite a fascinating experience for all of them. The
activity helped them to exhibit their originality and imagination. students were zealous and their
enthusiasm was reflected in the beautiful pieces they created. Five students from each section
were selected on the basis of creativity, calmness, constructivism, competence and culture.The
activity not only gave the students an opportunity to showcase their creativity, but also turned out
to be an interesting and enjoyable experience for them. All the students put their best efforts in
completing the task and it reflected their creativity and imagination. They were full of zeal and
enthusiasm as it provided an arena for their expression. Thereafter, the best five from all the
sections were selected and awarded. overall it was an errjoyable experience as it triggered
student's imagination and gave them a good learning experience. The activity catered to the

: Hanging Delights

,'Diwali

,'RDPS

,'Classroom III (A to E)

: 04.7O.2OL7/ qO minutes

.'rrr (A - E)

; Intra-Class Activity
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aesthetic and moral domains of the tearners.
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